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Club Meeting Highlights
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April Meeting

Excess Baggage
It seemed that there were
more mail and baggage cars arriving
at the Englewood Yard, on Chicago’s south side, than any
other place in the world. Every little while, a track in the old
eastbound yard would be filled with these cars. Back east,
there was often a shortage of these cars, so trains were
assembled, road engines coupled on, and out they would run.
Getting the airbrake system in order with no air leaks,
was a real headache for the car department. The carmen
would go over the cars with a fine tooth comb, checking everything, making sure the steam connectors were properly hung.
Generally, these trains were scheduled for third trickmy responsibility since I was the night trainmaster. One night,
after returning from LaSalle Street Station, the evening was
quiet, and I could hear the drumming of diesels pumping air.
I said to myself, that is the baggage job pumping air, and forgot about it. Sometime later, I heard the same sound…. has
that job not gone yet? So across the yard I went. I asked the
carman what the trouble was. He told me that the engineer
claimed that he had 12 pound leakage after he set the brake.
The carman told me that the train had been worked with yard
air earlier in the day, and there were no significant leaks. I
asked the carman to close the angle cock behind the fifth head
car, and I told the engineer to set the brake again. He did.
What was the leakage? Still 12 pounds?
Then I told the carman to close the angle cock on the
rear of the diesel unit. Set them up again….what’s the leakage now? Still 12 pounds? Defective engines!
Cut them off, and take them back to the house! The
engineer then told me the units were OK, he was reading the
gauge wrong. Really? He said he would go, whistled off, and
away they went!
Air trouble, misreading the gauge? No, it is known as
getting everything you can. The Union rules have a term Initial
terminal delay. After the locomotive has been coupled to a
train, departure must take place within a certain time period, or
the ITD will begin. Simple, is it not?
Sometime later, another train was scheduled. The
engines coupled on, air test was made, the engineer whistled
off, and away they went.
Somehow or other, it got around to the engineers,
don’t fool around, or Stuart will be on your tail!



Think Safety!



This is our last meeting of the season at the Masonic
lodge in town. Next month we will be meeting at the track in
the Hobo Hilton. We had a great turn out with many early
arrivals and it looked like the meeting was going to be held out
doors in the driveway due to the hall not being opened for the
people that arrived early.
The Treasurer’s and Secretary’s report were read
and accepted. Marc Arsenault gave the Superintendent of
Maintenance report. The Wednesday group started getting
together again during the past weeks. There was a good turn
out so the work focused on cleaning the place up. Dave
Remington and Art Downer walked and inspected the ground
line and they did a lot of leaf raking and picking up dead
branches. A water line leak was repaired on the highline and
metal cross braces were added to the canopy awning for the
ground line station area. Mary’s park is all cleaned up and the
bulldozer and backhoe were started. Marc mentioned the
need for donations of tables to be used in the vendor area.
Bigger workdays will be planned mainly to get ready for the
upcoming steam-up meet. In old business, we are saddened
to hear about the death of Betsy Dimond, daughter of our late
Life Member, George Dimond. John Leiby attended Harold
Crouch’s funeral and noted that it was very well represented
by many of Harold’s friends. Questions about continued funding of the WLS Charity fund that came up during the last two
meetings have reached a conclusion. Seems that an on-going
funded account will have lots of reporting requirements. So it
was decided to have specific individual fund raisers as the
need arises in the future. This will avoid some of the stringent
reporting requirements. President. Jim O’Brien asked
Superintendent of Motive Power, Jay Berry for an update on
the club’s equipment. The car trucks the club authorized to
purchase will be poured soon. The ground line equipment still
requires more work. Without being specific, Jay did say some
of the equipment would be operational at the track this season. The 1” highline Pacific remained in the engine house
throughout the winter. All entry codes have been changed and
revised bylaws and updated rosters were available at the front
table. In new business, we received an email from Russ
Page requesting more bookshelves in the Hilton to house
donated train books. President. Jim said there are numerous
big meets in our northeast region this year. Most notable is
Montreal Live Steamer's 75th annual meet. WLS usually has
a very big showing at Montreal (our northern division). Finger
Lakes and Ohio Live Steam will be having big events as well
along with many of the other local clubs. Dario Caiazzi is
talking with a local car club that wants to have a meet at WLS.
The coke machine at the entry shed will operational by 4/26.
Bob Foster brought in lots of tooling that was cont. on page 2
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from the Editor....

Joe H. Ng

After reading about the Louisville incident involving
a zoo train, (www.wave3.com/Global/story.asp?S=10458485)
one cannot be too cautious about safety in our hobby.
Although their format is different from our live steam club
operations, there are a lot of commonalities and in the end,
its all about safety.
One of the keys to safety is concentration on the task
at hand and not to be distracted. As live steamers, distractions
need to be avoided. Just as an example, I have read accounts
and heard about occasions where a distracted engineer loses
concentration during steam up and forgets some very important
startup details, like adding water before lighting the fire. This
seems humorous, but it can actually be disastrous, requiring up
to thousands of dollars in repairs. Some less trouble causing
procedures that are sometimes forgotten are: adding lubrication,
cleaning flues, emptying the ash pan, etc. These procedures
are some times over looked due to distractions during the
engine shutdown process. Although they are not disastrous,
the engineer soon will realize problems due to poor
engine performance.
As observers in the steaming bays, we need to stay
out of the way of engineers while they are attending to their
engines. Hold the questions and comments till steam up
operations are well under control. The youngster observers
need constant close adult supervision and should not be
allowed to run around or ask silly questions or pester engineers
that are steaming up. Grownup observers that are socializing
should do so without being in the way of an engine steam-up.
It’s worth mentioning that the steaming bay has
inherent hazards to people that are not familiar with the
operating procedures. The only people that should be in the
steaming bays are WLS members and their guests. Again, it is
the duty of the WLS member host to be responsible to inform
his or her guests of the potential hazards in the steaming bay
and to watch out for their safety during their visit. On more than
one occasion, entire families (public families and WLS member
families) with small children would be in the steaming bay
amongst all the commotion of clean up, engine transfer and live
steam blowdown. The heat, fire, steam, spray, cinders, fumes,
and noise are concentrated to this small area. The engineers
are busy and often consumed with their work to police all
directions. Live steam shut down is not as simple as turning an
on and off switch like the expensive outline models that imitate
what we real live steamers are re-enacting. A potential safety
hazard does exists if the engineer has to work around people in
the steaming bay. All members need to be pro-active about
safety. It will be an effort we need to make to help insure
WLS’s longevity.
Club Meeting Highlights
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cont. from page 1

surplus, some never used. Among the items were automatic
tapping heads, pressure gauges, collets, taps, and a machine
vise. It was remarked that one of the new tapping heads
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would usually sell for $1,000.00. Our Treasurer, Jim Abrams did
the honors of being auctioneer, with all proceeds going to WLS.
This unscheduled auction was made possible through Bob
Foster’s generous donation of the items. Our talented Jim
Abrams got the bidding going to raise $214.00 for the club.
Howard Gorin won the bid for the machine vise and generously
donated it to the proposed WLS repair shop. Jonathan Leiby
brought in some magazines and other RR memorabilia that he
intended to give away, but got auctioned as well. It was a fun
meeting night. Additional new business was Fr. Jay being featured on the cover of Live Steam Magazine with his OS Mogul,
photography by Jim Abrams. Don Ritchie showed a duplex
water pump, part of a production run. He also showed a
horizontal water pump and a banana shaped ammo clip. Tony
Raiano showed a 3/4” 4-2-0 that last ran on the Norfork St. highline about 14 years ago. The copper boiler engine features a
Hackworth valve gear. Tony purchased the little engine listed in
Live Steam magazine from a seller in Wisconsin. Joe Ng
showed a 1” 0-6-0 Little Engines chassis that was purchased
recently from a Discover Live Steam posting.
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May Meeting
The may meeting took place at the Hilton, signifying
the start of a new season at the track. Jim McGrath read the
minutes and Joe Ng filled in for the vacationing Jim Abrams
by reading the Treasurer’s report. Marc Arsenault gave an
extensive Superintendent of Maintenance report. The
Wednesday work group has been busy getting ready for the
upcoming weekend’s George Dimond steam up meet. Lots
of brush and ground cleaning along the tracks, dining area,
station and steaming bays. Tents were installed in all areas.
The fire hydrant lines were turned on and tested, all hoses
installed and the water barrels filled. It was noted again, that
when turning the water on at the entry shed, wait till the water
meter stops running to insure that there is not a leak in the
system. Dick Ball installed temporary lighting in the trailer
near the Hilton and Bryan Colwell started burning the huge
pile of brush near the Hilton. A major project to tackle was
straightening the steaming bay tracks that were moved due to
frost heaves. Some tracks had to be dug up and leveled and
others had to be pulled into alignment with use of the backhoe.
Ed Delaney is repairing the air leak at the turn table by replacing the regulator valve. The Hilton floors were washed by
new member Dan Connor and his son earlier in the week.
You’ll notice a nice looking new park bench on the front porch
of the Hilton. This was actually salvaged from the scrap pile
with the wooden slats being replaced. If members come
across old cast iron park bench ends, bring them in so they
can be recycled. The trailer is being cleaned of old items that
are no longer in use. Some steel desks are available for the
taking. These heavy units make great work tables. Marc
Arsenault also mentioned that one of the steel loading plates
is missing and would like it returned to the engine loading
area. Bob Newcombe reported that the track conditions are in
reasonably good shape after this winter. Seems there is not
as bad frost heaving as in past years. The ground line
required some leveling in some places, especially at the tunnel
area and a section of rail had to be replaced at the switch
under the covered bridge. At the highline, the track section
that can be lifted out for truck access has been repaired.
Toilets are operational and the coke machine is operational.
There was no old business so we moved immediately to new
business. President Jim O’Brien reports that there is some
shop equipment available to the highest bidder. This is from
Capt. Child’s shop at the old track which consists of: a complete shop smith, old lathe, and wood planer. Members are
encouraged to look at the items being discarded. The passenger station tent was ripped due to high winds and Jim O’Brien
suggested that the entire unit be replaced with a heavier unit
for an approximate cost of $300.00. We continued discussion
on the station/maintenance buildings project and decided it
was best to make them 2 separate building projects. Jim
McGrath mentioned that at his worksite, maintenance contractors would often arrive with complete shop facilities in a trailer.
He wanted to know if the club wanted to adopt this idea as a
low cost alternative for the proposed maintenance facility by
using a container. This generated some discussion, mainly
centered on ventilation, proper storage of machine equipment
and floor loading. There are many advantages to the use of a
container; mainly cost, portability, readily available and modular design. The tentative plan is to position the proposed unit
at the container area and make use of the cement pad by covering it over with a tarped roof as proposed last year. Grounds
equipment cold also be stored in part of the container along
with ground line rolling stock. This will be a work in progress
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and plans will shift as conditions arise. As Marc Arsenault
states- we will feel our way through this. The club authorized
Jim O’Brien to purchase a container unit when one becomes
available for $2500-$3000. Marc Arsenault prepared a very
extensive maintenance “to-do” list that will be posted. Items
highlighted in red have been done, green is in progress and
black needs to be done. There was some concern that some
of these projects may be exceed the skill level of some of the
workers. Members need to contact Marc about the project
they want to take part in. In addition, when working at the
club, it is encouraged not to work alone to insure a safe work
day. If you plan to work by yourself, be sure let someone
know that you are at the track working. Jim O’Brien will
contact town inspectors to get final sign off for occupancy of
the engine house. Joe Cardelle has found a possible source
that will donate surplus coal to the club and will be following
up on this. Russ Page has made a rare find by locating a
metal Quonset hut, free for the taking. It was decided that the
work to remove and re-install the building far exceeded the
club’s capability at the moment. Russ and other club members are encouraged to continue to keep their eyes open for
items of interest to WLS. Don Ritchie was in contact with
Montreal Live Steamers regarding their 75th annual meet. He
printed out some forms that will be very beneficial to aid WLS
members moving equipment across the border. Bob Foster,
again brought in a fine collection of found machine tool items
for members to take for a small donation to the club. Items
include drill chucks, collets, dies, dividing heads, etc. Bob
Newcombe also brought in and antique set of Pratt and
Whitney inside mics that was auctioned. We are all looking
forward to the Dimond Steam-up Meet, despite the weather
forecast for showers all day.

June Meeting
We had a great meeting turnout during a cloudy evening with
expected heavy rain. We moved quickly to the Superintendent
of Maintenance’s report after the minutes and Treasurer’s
report were approved. Marc Arsenault has done a fabulous
job of outlining the work projects and maintenance duties at
the track. His lists are constantly updated, sent out to the
officers and posted for members in the Hilton. When coming
to the track for workdays on Saturday, Wednesday, or any day
that you are available, contact Marc for a work assignment to
match the skill level you want to offer. Marc outlined the three
completed main projects of the last few weeks. Installing the
new tent at the passenger station was a high priority. The red
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container maintenance shop is starting to take shape with new
door openings cut in. Bob Huston generously donated a new
metal door for the project. A lathe, drill press, grinder and saw
are currently setup to aid the maintenance workers. An older
lawn tractor has been completely refurbished along with new
tires on the tow behind trailer. The piece of equipment is operational now. Our generator is not working and it seems the
problem is with the circuit boards. Replacement of these components is about $200.00. Jed Weare and Marc Arsenault will
be looking at this further. Bob Newcombe is making great
progress on extending the engine house sidings. A new 3-way
switch is completed and ready for installation. Bill Gagne has
been working on the frogs. Ed Delaney is painting the entry
shed with a new coat of ivory stain. The place is looking good
for the up coming meet season. On that note, an incorrect
meet date for the Van Brocklin meet was posted on the web
site and Waushakum Journal. The correct date is June 28th,
not June 21st. Joe Ng will contact Discover Live Steam and
Chaski’s Live Steam forums to get the correct date information
posted immediately. Our house-keeping and removal of surplus stuff is making great progress as the trailer and containers
are being emptied out. Howard Gorin has disposed of the blue
staircase and a couple of old steel desks. We still have a
lathe, shaper and a shop smith to sell to the highest bidder.
Please contact President Jim O’Brien regarding this. Our club
library is being organized and Pat Fahey has set aside many
duplicate titles. These are for sale at $5.00 per book to
members. Items not sold will be sold at the Annual Meet.
Preparations are being made for the Annual Dinner coming up
in August. After years of having the cost at $20.00 per person,
the cost of food has gone up, making cost increase inevitable.
President Jim wanted to know if we should keep the cost at
$20.00 and have the club make up the difference in cost. A
vote was passed to have the new ticket price at $25.00 per
person. The additional money that is raised will go towards
extras, like some neat door prizes. All that remains is to find a
guest speaker. Many suggestions were made. If anyone has
a suggestion for a guest speaker for our dinner, contact our
President. There was much success on obtaining surplus coal
with the effort lead by Joe Cardelle. He was helped by Larry
Micol and Ian Fisher. They estimated that 1000 pounds of
pea-sized coal was obtained. This was really hard and dirty
work because they had to sift the dust out. This is a huge
effort and they will be getting more coal throughout the run
season. Our new container search is not doing so well at the
moment with prices being a bit higher than the club wants to
spend. President Jim is very confident that the right container
will come along at the price we want to pay. The new order of
club tee shirts will be ready for the Van Brocklin meet. No
pockets, darker colors and more larger sizes. Our antique car
meet is on schedule for July 19th and a Rolls Royce car club
will be attending. We should expect 20-30 of their classic vehicles in our lot. Lets be sure to have plenty of engines ready to
show off our hobby. To be current with safety procedures,
President Jim has asked the club to continue with the practice
of annual boiler inspections. This use to be a club policy when
Bill Van Brocklin was living and in charge of this routine. Since
his passing, the practice has not been carried on. Our
Superintendent of Motive Power, Jay Berry will be in charge of
this process. Details will be worked out and presented in the
near future. Our facilities have not been shut down properly in
the past couple of months. Doors, lights, power and water
have been left on. There is a proper shut procedure to follow
and Joe Ng has outlined this with pictures in this month’s
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Journal. This shut down procedure will also be posted in key
places through out the club. As the monthly meets schedule
approaches, more volunteers are needed to man the many,
many duties of putting on a great successful and safe meet.
We are always seeing the same people at certain duties and it
would be great to get additional help and new faces involved.
We need lots of help in the cook tent as cooks, cashiers, tent
helpers, and cleanup people. We always need help out at the
track, stations and parking lot. So we hope everybody will
pitch in and give a few hours of help at your meet. Continuing
to talk about safety, be very mindful of the many bees nest
around the property. At this writing, there is a nest under the
compressor shed. There are usually a few over the property.
Report sightings of bees to the Officers or Superintendents.
Jim Abrams brought in CNC machined 3/4” riding car truck
parts. Dick Boucher showed on-going progress in his building
group’s 0-4-0 Purintin switcher. Joe Ng showed videos of the
Louisville zoo train accident and the pre-Charlton railroad
engines. Ed Delaney
brought in iron castings
for his 3/4” Kozo
Pennsy switcher.
Jim McGrath
and Ed Delaney discussing
details on construction as
Dave Remington watches.
Both are building Kozo’s
3/4” Pennsy slope
back switcher.

WLS Family member passing
We are saddened to receive news of the death of
Marion F. Cone, Percy Cone's Daughter.
Percy Cone was a long time member of WLS who
passed away in 1978. He was a club officer when WLS was at
Norfolk Street. He could always be found at the steam table
operating the stationary boiler.
Marion F. Cone, 86, died May 29, 2009 at home. She
was the daughter of the late Percy M. and Marion (Johnson)
Cone. A life-long resident of Hopkinton, she was a graduate
of Hopkinton High School and the former South Middlesex
Secretarial School in Framingham. She was a member of the
First Congregational Church. She is survived by an aunt and
several cousins. A private burial was held at Evergreen
Cemetery in Woodville. The Callanan-Cronin Funeral Home,
34 Church Street was in charge of arrangements.

New Supplier to the Live Steam Hobby
Larry Simoneau is building and
selling a Pyle-National Model E turbogenerators in 1.5" scale. Plans are to have
working units available by this summer.
Currently, it is available as a non-working
model. Larry has just acquired the molds
for a Pyle-National MO-6 turbogenerator
and a Pyle-National Headlight in 1.5"
scale. He will have these in production
this summer. Larry has been acquiring
data on turbogenerators for a long time. He is making highly
detailed lost wax castings in silicon bronze, using vacuum
casting and centrifugal casting equipment. If you have some
ideas of cast items that live steamers would like to have, let
Larry know. Checkout his webpage: http://nelocoworks.com
He can be reached at: larry@nelocoworks.com

Waushakum Journal
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George Dimond Steam Up Meet
All week long, members kept looking at the weather
forecast hoping for some sun for the Steam Up Meet. But we
were all resigned to the fact that most likely it was going to be
a rain-out. The day started very cloudy and by 8AM, it was
raining at the track, as Joe Ng and Joe Cardelle were the first
to arrive. Within the hour, other die-hard members arrived and
it was still raining. By midmorning, skies looked like it may be
clearing to the west and a few engines started to steam up.
With good luck, the rain had ended in Holliston by late morning
and we were off to a great run day. It felt more like a cool fall
day during the Blowdown meet. Bill Gagne headed the ground
line passenger hauling effort with his Rock Island gasoline
powered model diesel switcher, handling as many as 6
passenger cars. There was additional passenger hauling help
by David Eldredge with his massive 0-4-0 switcher and Charlie
Reynolds with his gasoline switcher along with other electric
models. Joe Ng, a new ground line engineer, gave private
tours of the ground line to WLS, affiliate members and future
WLS supporters. There were also 4 electric engines and a
hand powered engine as well. There was lots of activity on the
highline. Joe Cardelle rolled out his newly painted 3/4” scale
2-10-4 with Vanderbilt tender. This engine was beautifully done
over by Joe and was originally built by the late George
Hildreth. It was on display on the highline with Joe’s Dimond
freight train. It was all steam on the highline with Jed Weare,
John Kelly, Tim Jones, Ian Fisher, Bev Barnard, Bob
Newcombe (our new highline engineer), and others.
Over in the Hilton, there was a birthday celebration
in honor of Jed Weare that was organized by Natalie Weare.
This was a surprise for Jed as he has stopped counting
birthdays. At the highline, John Kelly who just came back
home from school was having engine problems with his 3/4”
0-4-0 switcher. A group effort (large group) helped John
systematically solve his problems by going through a checklist
of all things that could be going wrong. John made the necessary adjustments and tested the engine on air. In no time he
was steamed up and had a great run. It is very satisfying to
have a group effort help solve a novice’s steaming problems.
Back at the highline, we were very fortunate to avoid a
catastrophe. Bob Newcombe’s riding car suddenly hopped the
track while running on the inbound downhill stretch from the
little covered bridge. This was most likely caused by debris
on the track. This caused the riding car to uncouple from the
tender with the throttle pulled wide open. Joe Ng and Jim
Abrams were on the ground line running parallel and Jim
yelled out “run away engine” as Bob frantically tried to catch
up. When the engine does not have a load on it, it can fly.
We thought for sure that the engine was going to wind up on
the ground as it headed into the curve before coming into the
station. But this was a Van Brocklin engine with superb
handling and suspension; the engine just held the track at high
speed, barreling into Cornell Station. Luck was on our side as
Ian Fisher was stopped on the mainline getting water for his 1”
Great Western 4-6-0. With his quick thinking, he saw the
engine approaching at high speed and had the insight to grab
the engine by its tender and pushed the throttle rod closed,
thus saving the engine and possible further damage to parked
engines and engineers in the station. Nice catch Ian!!
It was a pretty good turnout for a rainy day with
over 15 engines and 100 of the public attending. Another
successful and safe meet (thanks, Ian).



David Eldredge with his massive 0-4-0 switcher from his
Cranberry Railroad is helping with the day's passenger hauling.
David's engine has outside Stephenson valve gear that's
fascinating to watch. His passenger cars follow the same trim
as his engine.

Joe Cardelle’s beautiful 3/4” scale 2-10-4 Texas being shown
with shiney new paint. The engine was built by the late George
Hildreth back at Norfork St. The engine will be Central Vermont
#707 when Joe Ng gets around to making the decals.
photo by Errol Goff

Our New Highline Engineer

Jim McGrath confidently running on the highline with his newly
acquired Eustis 8, a Don Cornell built engine. In addition to
Jim, Bob Newcombe made his debut on the highline with a
3/4” Van Brocklin built 4-4-2. It’s a very fast engine!
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A Couple of Shop/Building Hints

Some of our members are getting around

Don Cornell submitted the following useful hint he
found on the Discovery channel:
When bending a small copper tube, fill with a mix of
detergent and water and freeze. Bend around a form then
thaw. Great for making gage siphons. The tube will not flatten.
Joe Ng found an interesting shop hint on Chaski’s
live steam forum page on Home Brew penetrating oil posted
by Fred_V. This info is just being passed along in the Journal
and has not been tried.
Post subject: comparing penetrating oils from
chaski's home shop machinist, live steam forum
Machinist's Workshop magazine actually tested penetrants for break out torque on rusted nuts. Significant results!
They arranged a subjective test of all the popular
penetrants with the control being the torque required to
remove the nut from a "scientifically rusted" environment.

Father Jay Finelli appeared on the May/June 2009
cover of Live Steam magazine. The article and photos are by
Jim Abrams featuring Fr. Jay’s Golden Spike Ceremony at his
newly finished Nasonville Valley Railroad Company. There
were 6 pages of full color pictures and article covering the
wonderful day and various projects Fr. Jay has been working
on throughout the years.
Bill Gagne is featured in an article which takes place
during the 2008 WLS Annual Meet in the Summer, 2009 issue
of Big Train Operator magazine. The magazine is geared to
outdoor G scale, of which Bill was an active participant. The
magazine editor dropped in on last year’s WLS Annual Meet
and was amazed at the the level of participation and devotion
to create such a fabulous facility. The two page article talked
about WLS, it’s events, members and engines. The article also
focused on Bill’s railroading activities in the past up to the
present and his possible plans for the future. By all accounts,
Big Train Operator magazine was impressed with WLS.

Penetrating oil .....
None .....................
WD-40 .............
PB Blaster .............
Liquid Wrench ..
Kano Kroil ............
ATF-Acetone mix....

Average load
516 pounds
238 pounds
214 pounds
127 pounds
106 pounds
53 pounds

The ATF-Acetone mix was a "home brew" mix of 50 - 50
automatic transmission fluid and acetone.
Note the "home brew" was better than any commercial
product in this one particular test. A local machinist group
mixed up a batch and all now use it with equally good
results. Note also that "Liquid Wrench" is about as good
as "Kroil" for about 20% of the price.

Safety Notes
When a WLS members invites the public to “feel free
and look around”, that member should be conducting the tour.
Sponsors are responsible for the new members they
are sponsoring. Mentorship should be part of the responsibility.
After shutting down your engine, remember to hose
down the steaming bay you just used to wash off the ash you
left on the rails. Propane and gasoline guys...disregard this.

Simplun by
William Van Brocklin, Jr.
Russ Page sent in a scanned article
by Bill Van Brocklin on his 3/4” highline Simplun,
one of his many engines built during his live
steam lifetime. The page on the right has been
reprinted from the North American Live Steamer,
Vol. 1, No. 1 in 1956. It’s great to see early
articles by our pioneers in Live Steam!
Bill must have been in his mid 30’s
when this was printed. Bill went on to complete
over 40 locomotives, scores of stationery
engines and countless other live steam and
model engineering projects. Many highline
engines have his injectors and duplex steam
pumps still in operation. He was an inspiration
to all of us and very well known and liked
throughout the world in our hobby.

Waushakum Journal
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8th Annual William Van Brocklin, Jr. Meet
We had a small mix up with having the wrong date
supplied to our Journal and webpage for the Van Brocklin meet.
After posting signs at the club and notifying various on-line
forums, we got the right info out to everybody.
The day started with gray skies and drizzle all morning. It almost looked like there was not going to be a meet due
to poor weather. With luck on our side, things started to clear
up and engines were arriving by late morning. We were very
fortunate to have a great group of highline live steamers from
Pioneer Vaslley Live Steamers attend our meet. The drizzle
made the rails slick and Pat Fahey brought out the sand car to
reduce slippage. Steam rulled the day with a great majority of
the equipment shown being coal fired. There were over 20
engines running and about 150 of the public were present for
rides. President Jim was busy preparing our cooktent the night
before and there was lots of lunch time activity during the meet.
Our new coal brought in through the efforts Joe
Cardelle with help form, Larry Micol, and Ian Fisher is liked
by all. Quite a few of our members are getting their equipment
ready and packed for next week’s Montreal Annual meet.
We had another safe meet with only a minor incident
in the steaming bay. Joe Ng’s Black Five riding car derailed
and hit the ground while being moved to the tranfer table. The
safety chanis held so well that the tender and engine were
almost dragged down. Fortunately, a dozen live steamers were
on hand to help right the engine.

Yes, that’s right! Jay Berry is on a brand spankin new groundline gasoline powered diesel model that he is a co-owner with
Richard Graham. Looks great, runs great, and is really
powerful with a 16hp V twin. His son tells the Editor that
steam is more interesting!

Ed Delaney is making a trackside repair as a future live
steamer is looking on.

Superintendent of Maintenance’s
posted work duties
Great to see Arthur Butler back in the saddle again! Arthur is
going for a ride on the outer loop with Pat Fahey’s engine.
Arthur is our club historian and knows this highline like the
back of his hand.

Art Downer at the thottle of their Allen American. Allen engines
are very popular in the hobby throughout the USA.
photo by Henry Coleman

Keep an eye on Marc Arsenault’s updated list of jobs
that need to be done at the track. This is posted and updated
on the Hilton bulletin board. Marc can be reached at:
marc-a@charter.net
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Facility shut down checklist
This list is for the regular run season (some procedures are different for the winter run season). Remember to
follow our RULES OF THE ROAD. Even though you may not
have turned on or used any of the facilities, the following list
needs to be checked. The facility has surveillance cameras,
so smile as you enter and exit the property.
If you are the last one to leave the WLS facility, here
are your responsibilities:
Walk-around: Be sure that there are no other members or
visitors remaining on the property. Walk around the property,
usually along the highline inner loop to give a final check.
Transfer table:
Lower the lift, store the
table in its storage shed,
lock the the sliding door,
turn off the lift's power at
the breaker box in the
engine house.

POWER
OFF

News from the Container Area
Looks like a small, well equipped maintenance shop
is starting to take shape in the Container area. This is a
positive step for the future of our facility! Below are a couple
of views. Our Superintendent of Maintenance will be giving us
periodic updates in the future.

Turn tables (both units):
Lower the lifts to the
ground position.

OPERATE
Engine house:
Lower and lock all overhead doors (5 doors), turn
off lights on the inside and
outside. Lock outside
switch box with padlock.
CHARGE
Shut man-door and make
sure it is locked shut by
giving the door a couple of pushes.

BLEED

Page Station: Doors locked.
Compressor shed:
SHUT
Turn off compressor using
OFF
BLEED
the compressor power off
switch (not the breaker
panel). Shut off airline to
the steaming bay with
angle ball cock at the right
SHUT
end of the compressor tank.
OFF
Bleed the airline to the
steaming bay. It is not necessary to bleed the tank.

Rear view - 9” South Bend lathe, table saw, bench grinder,
and lots of storage underneath. We need a flat leather belt
and a vee belt for the lathe, contact Marc Arsenault.

Tower: Doors locked and lights out.
Hobo Hilton: Turn power off to the coffee pots, close
refrigerator doors, close faucets. Lock doors and windows.
Entry shed: Turn water off
with the main water shut off
valve. Close the water
valves supplying WLS
areas. Turn lights off and
lock the entry door.

SHUT

OFF
Rest room trailer: Be sure
men's and women's sides
are empty. Turn power off
to the lights/fans. Lock both outer doors with the pad locks.
Handicap porta-potty: Lower seat cover and close entry
door with cinder block to keep door closed when not in use.
Put the chain up at the entrance upon leaving.
Report any problems to one of the Officers.

Entrance view - drill press, work bench with vise and Don
Cornell at the radial arm saw. All are setup on surplus heavy
duty office desks from the 1960’s. There are two fans to keep
the hot air moving!
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Granite City Extra by Pat Fahey
On April 4th 2009, the Mass Bay RRE ran another
sold out trip out of Montpelier, VT on the Washington County
RR. But in order to ride this trip you had to get there by car, or
any other way. The mileage from my house to Montpelier, VT
is about 207 miles. Listed in the trip flyer for the cost of
$89.00, you would get the following: 1. our ticket, 2. box
lunch, 3. tour of the Rock of Ages Quarries in Barre, VT, and
4. ride a charted bus to Montpelier, VT and return. So I went
for taking the bus to save wear & tear on my car. I would only
have to drive up to Anderson RTC in Woburn, MA. Here, I
would park the car, and catch the bus.
My day started early. I picked up Arthur Butler, at his
home around 5:30 AM, it would take about an hour to drive to
Woburn. Once at Anderson RTC in Woburn, I parked in the
right parking lot and we waited for the bus to arrive along with
other railfans who were also taking the trip. The first pickup for
the bus would be at South Station in Boston. Then at 7:20 the
charted bus from Crystal Transportation turned into our parking lot and about 20 of us got on board. The bus was full and
it took about 2 1/2 hours to get back to Montpelier, VT.
At Montpelier our train was waiting for us on Taylor St,
near the state capitol, behind the Capitol Plaza Hotel. Our train
was going to be short, Green Mountain Diesel # 804 & two
coaches; dining car # 1312 & coach observation car # 1323.
There will be two trips scheduled, a morning and afternoon
one. The first trip which we would be riding would leave at
11:00 AM, with 80 people, and the afternoon trip would leave at
2:30 PM with the remaining 80 people. The reason for this
was the Mass Bay had 160 riding the train; the entire trip was
only 7.42 miles one way, with a very slow track speed about 10
mph. The track that we are riding on today was once owned by
the Central Vermont RR. Montpelier once had two railroads in
town, the Montpelier & Wells River RR & Central Vermont RR.
The M&WR RR was abandoned from Barre Junction to Wells
River in 1956, along with passenger service. Then in 1958, the
rest of the line was abandoned from Montpelier to Barre
Junction. As we ride the train today, you can still see, the
abandoned right of way.
Once the train was loaded for the first trip, we would
reverse, or head west to Montpelier Junction on the Barre running track, stopping under the I-89 overpass just before the
bridge over Dog River, at the limit’s of the WACR trackage. We
got within a 1/4 mile of the junction because this trackage is
NECR territory. Once this was done we headed east back into
town passing the former Montpelier & Wells River Station on
our right, which is now used as a store. We proceeded east
and we passed the former location of the M&WR car shops &
engine house. The remains of the turntable are still in place,
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and the land has been used for other purposes, and a new
building has been built where the shops once were. As we kept
heading east towards Barre, VT, we passed old Granite Co. cutting sheds that went out of business years ago. At Barre transfer you could see where the M&WR once crossed here on a
diamond. Also at this point you could see where part of the
wye is still in place, and parts of the right of way were being
converted into a rail trail by the Cross Vermont trail. This will
run from Burlington to Newbury, VT. This was at milepost 3.19.
We crossed the Winooski River on the ex CV steel bridge. To
the east you could see the abutments of the M&WR Barre
branch, which carries a covered bridge. You can still ride over
it on the White Mountain Central at Clark’s Trading post in
Lincoln, NH.
Just about at this point we are within 2 miles of Barre,
as we head east to have a photo stop at milepost 6.53. We're
just outside of Barre, getting off the train, onto a small field. The
train backed up out of sight, and then came east, for the photo
run, once this was done, we boarded the train, and headed into
Barre, Vt. There, you could see the former CV station & freight
house, and the current WACR engine house. Barre, at one
time had two railroads stations, the former CV station which is
being refurbished by the Vermont Granite Museum of Barre,
and the other station which was located not far from the CV
station was the M&WR station. This station was built as a
Victorian era structure, turned into a restaurant and eventually
burned in 2008.
At Barre we had about a 30 minute layover, then we
boarded the train & reversed west, with the coaches leading the
train, and engine pushing. The coach that we were in was the
observation # 1323, so it was like an inspection car you might
see on one of the major railroads. We got back to Montpelier
about 2:00 PM, at that point the weather was not good with light
snow and some sleet.
Once back on the bus, we headed to the Rock of Ages
Quarry visitor center, in Barre, VT, this was done by special
arrangement by the Mass Bay. We were given a tour showing
how the granite is quarried, along with a short film. Once this
was done we loaded the bus again, and we were brought up to
the E.L. Smith Quarry for a narrated tour. The tour lasted about
and hour, and was very interesting. Those of you who would
like to see this, the Rock of Ages does give tours, from May
thru October.
Well there you have it, ride a 180 miles on a bus to
ride 8 miles of very rare RR trackage. If you would like more
information on Mass Bay trips, visit their web site at:
www.massbayrre.org
And if you would like more information on Rock of
Ages in Barre, VT check them out on the web.
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WLS Member projects
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

1. Bob Newcombe whittled away with his mill and rotary table
making wheels for an outside frame ground line plantation
engine. Lots of chips were made with his manual controlled
equipment. Bob made 4 drivers, approx. 6” dia. from 1 inch+
thick steel plate. Bob keeps the program in his memory.
2. Don Ritchie continues to show lots of progress on his production run of 3/4” and 1” duplex steam powered water pumps.
3. Joe Ng’s LE 0-6-0 switcher purchased from a Discover Live
Steam listing. It ran on air with very minor adjustments once it
was un-crated. Can this be another short duration project?

10.

4. Don Cornell said it’s getting real close with his 3 1/2”(?) scale
0-4-2 plantation engine. Nice color (green)! Seems engines are
getting bigger at WLS, in addition to being other than black. Did
Walter Bush and Joe Ng start an early trend back at Norfork St.
with the only green engines in the engine houses?
5. Logos drawn up from images from the web for Joe Ng’s
1.5” Black Five.
6. Pratt and Whitney inside mics sold at our club meeting
auction. Even the mahogany box is beautiful! Piece is
dated 1954 and seems to be extremely well made.

9.

7. Jim Abrams’s dummy air pump iron casting for his 1.5”
Hudson. Nice texture and good detail!
8. Jim Abrams’s 1.5” Hudson chassis is taking shape!
9. Jim Abrams’s brought in CNC machined 3/4” riding car
truck parts. He had the iron cast locally.
10. Ed Delaney’s 3/4” scale driver castings for his Kozo
Pennsy slope back switcher has arrived. Nice texture and clean
webs on the iron wheels.

11.

11. Dick Boucher is showing continued progress on one of five
3/4” scale Purinton 0-4-0 switchers that is being built at his shop
with a work group that he is leading.
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Our Busy Work Crew
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WLS Annual Dinner
The Waushakum Live Steamers Annual Dinner will
be held on Thursday, Aug. 27, 2009 at the Coachmen’s
Lodge. A family style dinner will be served featuring: roast
beef, chicken and pasta. All dinners served with soup of the
day, garden salad, oven roasted potato, vegetable of the day,
desert & coffee or tea. The cost is $25.00 per dinner.
Reservations are required:
Make Check to:
Waushakum Live Steamers Inc.
P.O. Box 6034
Holliston, MA 01746-6034
Attn: DINNER

Tents are being installed prior to the Steam-up meet by our
dedicated Wednesday workers: Roger Austin, Dave
Remington, Art Downer, and Bob Fogerty. Don Cornell and
Bob Delisle are usually there on Wednesday and Bob
Newcombe must be out on the ground line doing track work.
Our Superintendent of Maintenance is never in the picture
because he’s always taking the pictures along with organizing
the workdays. photo by Marc Arsenault

For further information, contact:
Jim O’Brien, WLS President
508-533-7282 or 401-413-8762
or E-mail: nia6000gra@cs.com
Leave a message with number of guests attending.

Where:

Coachmen’s Lodge
273 Wrentham Road
Bellingham, MA 02019
508-883-9888
When: Thursday, August 27, 2009
Time: Happy Hour 6:00 - 7:00 pm
Dinner served at 7:00 pm


Calendar of Events
Bob Newcombe is hard at work on the engine house sidings.
These will come in very handy during the peak times of our
Annual Meet. Bob heads up the ground line maintenance work.
Dave Remington is supplying many buckets of ballast, Dave
primarily does maintenance work on the highline.

Marc Arsenault, Don Cornell, Dick Ball, and Bob Newcombe
just finished moving the newly made 3 way switch that Bob will
be installing. Bob made the 3 way without a jig, just eyeballing
it all the way.

July 9, 2009
July Club Meeting
Toronto Area International Meet
July 11-12, 2009
7th Annual Antique Car/Motor Cycle Club Meet July 19, 2009
(Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
Finger Lakes Live Steamers
July 31 - Aug. 2, 2009
40th Anniversary Meet (registration required)
August Club Meeting
Aug. 13, 2009
WLS Annual Dinner (6pm)
Aug. 27, 2009
WLS 39th Annual Meet
Aug. 28, 29, 30, 2009
(Full cook tent, Sat. night dinner)
September Club Meeting
Sept. 10, 2009
8th Annual Neighborhood Appreciation Day
Sept. 27, 2009
(Invitation Only, Hot Dogs & Hamburgers)
October Club Meeting
Oct. 8, 2009
Harvey Fisher Fall Blow-down Meet
Oct. 18, 2009
(No food, soda only)
November Club Meeting
Nov. 12, 2009
December Club Meeting
Dec. 10, 2009

Note:
May - Oct. meeting held at Hobo Hilton, at the track.
Nov. - Apr. Club meeting held at the Masonic Hall.
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A new paint job and graphics by Joe Ng on his ground line Black Five (originally built by J. Newcombe of Australia). The effort
took about 10 weeks starting after Thanksgiving 2008, running in Feb. 2009. Some of the refurbishing and painting took place in
Joe’s unheated garage with 10 degree F temperatures. Good thing for a heavy duty heat gun. Graphics were generated with
Adobe Illustrator and cut on Joe’s Roland Camm 24 plotter. Joe favors short duration projects like this these days.
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